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Abstract
We investigated the functional relationship between nuclear topology, as expressed by degree and type of nuclear
 .aggregation, and appearance of acetylcholine receptor AChR subunit mRNAs. Embryonic chick muscle cell cultures
 .  .  .treated with the muscle activity blocking agents decamethonium DCM , d-tubocurare TBC , and tetrodotoxin TTX or
co-cultured with cholinergic neurons were examined for the influence of muscle activity on nuclear aggregation and its
effects on AChR a-, g-, and d-subunit message expression. mRNA was measured by in situ hybridization and nuclei were
visualized by bis-benzimide DNA staining. DCM and TBC treatments, as well as neuronal co-culture, resulted in increased
nuclear clustering within myotubes and a per nucleus upregulation in mRNA expression relative to control for each subunit.
The pattern of nuclear aggregation was treatment dependent, with more and larger aggregates found when myotubes were
 .co-cultured with neurons. Moreover, as nuclear aggregates became larger: 1 nearly all nuclei within active aggregates
 .  .expressed mRNA and 2 local accumulation mRNA per unit area was elevated relative to single nuclei, while per nucleus
mRNA production decreased. To determine whether mRNA expression was transient and did not result in steady-state
upregulation of AChR receptor protein, we performed a double labeling of surface AChRs with 125I-a-bungarotoxin
125 .I-a-BTX concomitant to the in situ hybridization for mRNA quantification on TTX treated muscle cells. Surface
receptor expression tracked mRNA expression for all types of nuclear topology observed, indicating that message levels are
in fact reliable indicators of receptor population on the plasma membrane surface in myotubes. We propose that nuclear
clustering is an organelle-level, accessory mechanism whereby cells concentrate relatively large amounts of AChR
mRNArprotein in specific myotube regions. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction
The point of contact between motoneuron and
muscle cell, known as the neuromuscular junction
 .NMJ , is a dynamic structure whose development is
regulated by factors of both neuronal and muscle
w xorigin 1–5 . It has long been recognized that nuclei
associated with the NMJ constitute a class which
differs markedly from that of those located extrajunc-
w xtionally 6–8 . These nuclei, termed fundamental nu-
clei, contain enlarged nucleoli and produce more
 .acetylcholine receptor AChR subunit proteins, as
w xwell as other NMJ related proteins 9–12,1 . While it
is certain that neuronal signals play a major role in
events which ultimately result in the formation of the
w xmature NMJ 13–17 , the mechanisms whereby nu-
clei become localized below the post synaptic mem-
brane and large accumulations of AChR protein arise
are not fully understood. It has, however, been estab-
lished that large receptor clusters are associated with
multiple nuclei that are relatively close to the surface
receptor cluster and that clustering does not persist
once the association between the receptors and nuclei
w xis lost 18,19 . A sequence of events has also been
suggested: isolated AChRs appear first on the plasma
membrane surface leading to recruitment of one or
more nuclei and the dispersal of the receptor cluster
w xoccurs first, followed by migration of the nuclei 19 .
Studies have shown that innervation of muscle
cells in culture, as well as treatment with muscle
activity blocking agents causes an upregulation of
w xAChR subunit mRNA 20–27,11 . Innervated muscle
cells are stimulated by diffusible transcription en-
 w xhancing factors e.g. agrin, ARIA 28,29 , calcitonin
 . w x.gene related peptide CGRP 30,31 and silencing
factors produced both directly by the neuron and the
w xmuscle cell under neuronal influence 32,24,27 . Al-
though the complete pathway is still poorly under-
stood, enhancement of gene transcription predomi-
nates in the subsynaptic region, while suppression of
transcription dominates in the extrajunctional seg-
w xments of the myotube 33,11,27 . The suppression
mechanism operates in the following manner: each
muscle membrane depolarization results in an influx
of extracellular Ca2q, initiating a cascade which ulti-
mately gives rise to an activation of nuclear protein
 .kinase C PKC to levels greater than two orders of
w xmagnitude above its baseline activity 23 . This nu-
clear PKC subsequently phosphorylates proteins of
the helix-loop-helix myogenic family, primarily myo-
genin, which in its unphosphorylated state binds at an
enhancer sequence within the promotor region of
w xAChR subunit genes 21–23,26,34 . Phosphorylated
myogenin is a much less effective enhancer than its
unphosphorylated cognate. This coupling of mem-
brane electrical activity to inhibition of gene tran-
scription via the PKC cascade, albeit necessary, is
insufficient to account for the fairly complete extra-
w xjunctional downregulation of AChR message 35–37
and questions also remain as to why transcription of
AChR subunit genes is maintained in the subsynaptic
space, electrical activity notwithstanding.
Neuromuscular blocking agents such as de-
 .  .camethonium DCM and d-tubocurare TBC both
function as depolarizing AChR channel blockers in
w xthe embryo 38,39 . Although our chick muscle cul-
tures incubated with these agents are not innervated,
there is still a fair amount of spontaneous muscle
activity which is dramatically reduced by these two
agents. The mode of action of depolarizing blockers
is complex and incompletely understood. It is gener-
ally believed that these agents initially activate the
receptor, resulting in a depolarization of the mem-
brane to a potential that does not permit opening of
the sodium channels responsible for triggering an
w xaction potential 40 . In this absence of electrical
activity, PKC is not activated, leaving unphospho-
rylated myogenin free to bind in the promoter region
and upregulate the transcription of the AChR subunit
genes. In rat embryos TBC evokes large depolariza-
tions upon binding, blocks the channel with slow
w xunbinding, and fails to exhibit desensitization 39 .
DCM, on the other hand, is relatively less effective at
producing depolarization, blocks the channel with
fast unbinding, and exhibits slow-onset desensitiza-
w xtion 40,38 . Exposure to the sodium channel blocker
 .tetrodotoxin TTX achieves the end-effect of mRNA
upregulation by preventing the voltage-dependent
opening of L-type calcium channels, again by block-
w xing the activation of the PKC cascade 41,42,26 .
In these studies we examined AChR subunit mes-
sage expression as a function of nuclear organization
and how innervation or muscle paralysis influences
that organization within single myotubes. Using cul-
tures of embryonic chick muscle cells, we examined
the extent to which nuclei formed aggregates of
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distinct topology. We identified three types of nuclear
arrangement representing increasing degrees of nu-
clear aggregation, ranging from very sparse to ex-
tremely close-packed. Employing in situ hybridiza-
 .tion ISH , we quantitated the expression of AChR
subunit mRNAs both on a per nucleus and per area
basis. Using these two measures, we correlated spe-
cific patterns of message expression and delivery
with the different nuclear topologies. We observed a
per nucleus drop in mRNA expression as nuclei
began to aggregate in large clusters within the my-
otube, independent of treatment. Local accumulation
of mRNA, however, still increased due to the larger
number of producing nuclei. Clustering of nuclei was
enhanced under conditions that resulted in an in-
crease in mRNA expression, suggesting that aggrega-
tion may be an accessory mechanism operating at the
organelle level whereby muscle cells concentrate rel-
atively large amounts of AChR mRNA in specific
regions of the muscle fiber. In one case, we per-
formed a double labeling experiment to simultane-
ously detect a-subunit message and surface AChR
protein which revealed AChRs and a-subunit mRNA
co-localize in developing myotubes.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Cell culture and treatments
Cells from 11-day-old White Leghorn chick em-
bryonic breast and leg muscle were harvested and
grown on collagen coated plastic coverslips as de-
w xscribed previously 43 . Briefly, cells were plated at a
density of 1=105 cellsrculture dish in 2 ml of
DMEM supplemented with Earle’s balanced salts,
 .  .L-glutamine 2 mM , penicillin 50 IUrml , strepto-
 .mycin 50 mgrml , 10% horse serum, and 5% chicken
embryo extract, which was reduced to 2% after the
 .first two days. Decamethonium 0.3 mM, Sigma ,
 .d-tubocurare 42 mM, Sigma , and tetrodotoxin
 .0.5 mM, Sigma were added on day 5 of culture.
Dissociated ciliary neurons were plated onto the mus-
cle cell coverslips on day 3 at a density of approxi-
w xmately 15 000rplate 44 .
2.2. Immunocytochemistry and in situ hybridization
In order to visualize neurons, cultures were stained
prior to ISH with an anti-neurofilament antibody.
Immediately after fixation in 4% paraformaldehyde,
 .cells were washed with PBS 10 mM , permeabilized
 .with Triton 0.1% for 5 min, incubated with a mono-
clonal antibody to a 60 kDa neurofilament protein,
 .washed with PBSrBSA 0.5% , and incubated with
 .anti-mouse biotinylated IgG Vector Laboratories .
Antibody labeling was detected with streptavidin con-
jugated to Texas red. All incubations were carried out
at 378C for 1 h except for the IgG secondary anti-
w xbody, which was 30 min 43 .
35S labeled probes were prepared according to the
w xprotocol developed by Weih et al. 45 . Construction
and preparation of AChR a-, g-, and d-subunit spe-
cific probes have been described previously in detail
w x 3543,46,47 . Briefly, an a-specific probe S-aErI,
.400 bp was synthesized from a pBluescript II KS
 .vector pBS, Stratagene containing partial sequences
of intron 1 and exon 2, while a g-specific probe
35 . 35S-gErI, 199 bp and a d-specific probe S-dErI,
.186 bp were synthesized from a pBluescript II SK
construct, in both cases containing a partial sequence
of exon 10, intron 10, and a partial sequence of exon
11. Constructs were digested with PvuII followed by
 . sense strand RNA synthesis using T7 a or T3 g
.and d RNA polymerase. KS primer was then used
for antisense cDNA synthesis by M-MLV reverse
 . 35  .transcriptase USB in which S-dATP Dupont was
incorporated. Probe quality was ascertained by load-
ing 5=105 cpm of each probe onto a 1.5% agarose
gel for electrophoresis. All probes have been thor-
w xoughly characterized and tested for specificity 46,47 .
In preparation for in situ hybridization, cells on
coverslips were treated once for 10 min with the
 .  .following solutions: PBS 10 mM rMgCl 5 mM ;2
 .  .Tris–HCl 0.2 M, pH 7.7 rglycine 0.1 M ; ethanol-
 .  .amine 0.1 M racetic anhydride 0.01 M ; and twice
 .with SSCrde-ionized formamide 50%, 658C . All
solutions were at room temperature unless otherwise
indicated. ISH was performed overnight at 378C em-
 .ploying a solution containing dextran sulfate 5% ,
 .  .formamide 50% , Tris–HCl 0.08 M, pH 7.5 , SDS
 .  .0.2% , sodium pyrophosphate 0.1% , salmon sperm
 .  .DNA 0.3 mgrml , E. coli tRNA 0.3 mgrml , DTT
 .  .  .0.1 M , heparin sulfate 0.2 mgrml , NaCl 0.6 M ,
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 .and EDTA 4 mM . Each coverslip received 50 ml
5 hybridization solution with 5=10 cpm about 3=
9 . 3510 cpmrmg of the appropriate, heat-denatured S-
labeled cDNA probe. After hybridization, the cover-
slips were rinsed with 1=SSC, followed by five
 .  .washes: 1=SSCrformamide 50% rDTT 20 mM ,
 .4 washes, 20 min, 378C and 1 = SSCrDTT
 .  .20 mM , 1 wash, 30 min . The coverslips were then
dehydrated and mounted on glass slides for develop-
ment. The samples were coated with NTB3 emulsion
 .1:1 diluted, IBI at 438C in the dark. Exposure time
varied from 3 days to one month depending on the
probe. Following development and prior to observa-
tion, the nuclei were stained with bis-benzimide
 .Hoechst 33258, Sigma at a concentration of
 .12 ngrml in Tris–HCl 0.1 M, pH 8.0 rglycerol
mounting medium.
2.3. Double labeling of mRNA and AChRs in TTX
treated cultures
Double labeling for surface AChRs and a-subunit
mRNA was performed on a set of TTX treated
cultures employing a procedure developed in this
w xlaboratory and outlined in detail previously 47 .
125 125AChRs are detected by I-a-bungarotoxin I-a-
.BTX ligand binding, while AChR a-subunit mRNA
is visualized by hybridization with digoxigenin end-
labeled oligonucleotide probes. Treated slides are
used to capture radioactive signal from cells on cov-
erslips which are placed face-down on them. Briefly,
glass slides were washed, soaked for 15 min in an
 .  .ethanol 70% rHCl 1 N solution, and rinsed with
ddH O. Slides were then pre-coated with gelatin2
 .0.5% containing chromium potassium sulfate
 .0.05% , left to dry overnight at room temperature
 .RT , coated with NTB3 emulsion, and stored in the
dark for 2 days with dessicant.
125Incubation with the radioactive protein label I-
.a-BTX was performed on live cells for 1 h in 45ml
 .of the culture medium vide supra with the addition
y 8 1 2 5 of 10 M of I-a -B TX A m ersham ,
.2000 Cirmmol . Following incubation, cells were
 .washed three times with PBSrBSA 0.1% , fixed
with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min at RT, and
 .washed twice 5 min with PBS. The samples were
then rinsed with 70% EtOH and dried. The coverslips
were placed cell-side-down on the emulsion-coated
slide and taped at the edges to prevent movement.
The exposure was performed in a regular cassette for
10–14 days. After exposure, the coverslips were
carefully lifted from the slides’ surfaces and the
  .slides developed D-19 Kodak for 5 min; ddH O2
 . .for 30 s; fixer Kodak for 5 min; all at 158C , rinsed
twice with ddH O, and air dried. Cell samples on the2
coverslips were then ready for ISH to detect the
a-subunit mRNA.
For double labeling, we employed alkaline-phos-
phatase conjugated digoxigenin as the chromagen for
mRNA visualization. As all ISHs were conducted
according to the same protocol, conditions are as
described above with appropriate modification for
generation of color signal. A synthetic antisense oligo
 .probe mixture 1.5 pmol was added to each cover-
slip. Oligonucleotide sequences specific to a-subunit
were labeled at the 3X-end with digoxigenin using
terminal deoxyribonucleotide transferase TdT,
.Promega . The probe mixture contained two oligos:
 Xa1 intron 1 and exon 2, 5 -CACAGCCCCCT-
TGTGTTTCGTGCTTCTCTCCCCATGCTGTGAG-
X.  XTGAAG-3 and a2 exon 2, 5 -GTATTCCCGGAA-
X.CAGGTCATCCACCAGGCGCGTCTCGTG-3 .
The labeling reaction was carried out at 378C for
2 h in a TdT buffer solution containing dATP
 .  .0.150 mM , digoxigenin-11-dUTP 50 m M ,
140 pmol premixed a1 and a2 oligonucleotides, and
 .TdT 30 units . The reaction was terminated by adding
 .  .  .EDTA 10 mM , glycogen 1 mgrml , LiCl 0.3 M ,
and 2.5 volumes of absolute ethanol for precipitation.
After washing with cold 70% ethanol, the pellet was
resuspended in 100 ml Tris–EDTA buffer containing
 .SDS 0.1% , then heated to 708C and vortexed.
After washing, samples were rinsed in a buffer
 .consisting of Tris–HCl 0.1 M, pH 7.5 rNaCl
 .150 mM , preincubated for 1 h with 50 ml of block-
 .ing reagent 2%, Boehringer Mannheim , and finally
incubated for 4 h with 50 ml blocking reagent contain-
ing anti-digoxigenin-AP Fab fragment 1:500 dilu-
.tion, Boehringer Mannheim . Samples were subse-
quently washed for 1 h in Tris–HCl 0.1 M, pH
.  .7.5 rNaCl 150 mM , changing the buffer every
15 min. For color detection preparations were rinsed
 .in T ris – H C l, 0 .1 M , p H 9 .5 r N aC l
 .  .100 mM rMgCl 0.05 M buffer and incubated2
overnight in 2 ml of this same buffer, additionally
 .containing NBT 0.5 mM, Boehringer Mannheim ,
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 .BCIP 0.1 mM, Boehringer Mannheim , and lev-
 .amisole 2.4 mg . After color development, coverslips
were rinsed with ddH O, warm air dried, coated with2
0.1% gelatin to preserve cellular morphology, and
realignedrmounted as above on the emulsion coated
slide.
2.4. Image analysis and mRNArprotein quantifica-
tion
Slides processed for ISH were examined using a
Nikon OPTIPHOT microscope at 40=magnification.
Digital image capture and processing were accom-
plished using a Dage-MTI ccd camera connected to a
486r66 DX2 PC equipped with a MuTech
ImagerVGA-Plus image grabberrdisplay controller.
Optimas 4.10 software was used to perform densito-
metric analysis of gray scale mRNA color label and
quantification of 125I-a-BTX protein label grains and
35S mRNA label grains. All data analyzed together
came from a single set of cultures hybridized at the
same time under identical conditions.
For the double labeling experiment 250 myotube
segments containing a total of 1350 nuclei were
counted from among four identically treated cover-
slips from a single culture. For the innervation and
activity blocking experiments, between 32 and 70
 .myotube segments average 57 were identified which
 .contained between 180–480 nuclei average 295
from one experimental and one control slide per
treatment. Segments of myotube were chosen to rep-
resent all types of nuclear topology observed, with
particular attention to sampling the most representa-
tive arrangements present under any given culture
condition. Neither contiguous nuclei nor nuclear ag-
gregates were split apart. In some experiments, re-
gions where nuclei were absent were included to
obtain information about the degree of diffusion of
mRNArprotein from expressing nuclei. As the
mRNA distribution is heterogeneous, it was not pos-
sible to adequately sample all arrangements of nuclei
using segments of identical size. The locationrextent
of the message expression, therefore, determined the
myotube segment size. To ascertain artifact was not
introduced by choosing myotube segments of differ-
ent sizes, subgroups of data from each type of experi-
ment in which areas did not vary by more than 5%
were analyzed separately. For all groups chosen rep-
 2.  2.resenting small -500 mm , medium ;800 mm ,
 2. .and large )1100 mm myotube segments the
trends were identical to those within the entire popu-
lation. The range of nuclear densities represented by
each subgroup, was, however, somewhat smaller than
that of the population as a whole.
The 125I-a-BTX or 35S grains and the number of
nuclei within a segment were identified visually and
manually tallied employing Optimas. For 125I-a-BTX
grains certain regions of extremely high grain density
presented difficulties in resolving individual grains.
In such cases, the surface area covered with grains
was measured and divided by the average area occu-
pied by single grains to approximate the grain num-
ber. 35S grain resolution was more straightforward. In
the double label experiment, relative concentrations
of mRNA were reflected in the intensity of the color
label along the myotube. The average gray scale
color value was measured with Optimas. Pure black
.is defined as zero, pure white equals 255. The
logarithm of the inverse of the gray scale value
 .LIGV yielded a ‘‘color density’’ measurement
which reflected the relative concentration of the color
labeled species in a linear fashion, i.e. a value of 0.4
indicates the presence of twice as much label as a
value of 0.2. Surface areas for each cell were also
determined using Optimas.
Raw data were adjusted to account for nonspecific
probe binding and local variations among micro-
scopic fields. All probes employed in this study were
tested previously in this group for specificity data
.not shown . In this work, as the probes were well
characterized, we used internal controls for non-
specific binding. For color label measurement in
myotubes, within a single microscope field, at least
four regions were selected as controls for non-specific
digoxigenin labeling. The averaged LIGV from the
control areas was subtracted from that of myotube
segments within that same field to yield a back-
ground corrected mRNA concentration adjusted
.LIGV . While background was relatively consistent
throughout a given slide indeed, throughout a given
.group of slides hybridized under identical conditions ,
local controls were used to correct for any inhomo-
geneities generated by either the sample preparation
or image processing steps. 125I-a-BTX grain density
was calculated by dividing the number of grains per
segment by surface area above that segment. The
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average 125I-a-BTX grain density of all control re-
gions was computed and subtracted from each my-
otube segment’s grain density, thereby obtaining the
 125background corrected value adjusted I-a-BTX
.grain density . An identical procedure was used to
correct the 35S grain density from the neuromuscular
blocking agent and neuronal co-culture experiments.
Final values for mRNA amounts and protein grains
were obtained as described below. It must be empha-
sized that all units reported are relative units; abso-
lute quantities were not measured in this work. All
 .errors reported are standard error of the mean SEM ;
no error is given where there were fewer than four
measurements in the group. In order to obtain mRNA
amounts with color label or grains, the following two
 .equations were employed. Eq. 1 was employed for
the a-subunit mRNA labeled with digoxigenin, while
the second equation was used to calculate amounts of
g- and d-subunit mRNA, as well as a-subunit pro-
tein.
mRNA amounts adjusted LIGV = surface area .  .
1 .
grainss surface area = adjusted 125I a-BTX . 
= or 35S grain density 2 .  ..
Average message upregulation for the activity block-
ing experiments and neuronal co-cultures was calcu-
 .  .lated according to Eqs. 3 and 4 .
adjusted 35S grain density =1000 .
sadjusted grainsr1000 mm2 3 .
Average upregulationsaverage experimental value
raverage control value 4 .
Nuclear density profiles were computed according to
 .Eq. 5 .
nuclei per segmentrsurface area of segment .
=1000s a of nucleir1000 mm2 5 .
The resultant densities were then placed into bins
representing increments of 1 nucleusr1000 mm2.
Plots represent bin occupancy as a percent of the total
nuclear population.
Density specific mRNA or protein upregulation on
a per nucleus or per area basis was generated by
performing the following calculations and plotting
the results vs. the nuclear density.
mRNArnucleuss total mRNA within a segment
ra of nuclei in that segment 6 .
mRNAr1000 mm2 s mRNA within an area
rsurface area =1000 7.  .
A similar binning was performed as with the nu-
clear density, but this time increments of two nuclei
per 1000 mm2 of myotube surface area were em-
ployed. All of the values of mRNAr1000 mm2 and
mRNArnucleus falling within the range were aver-
aged to get the value which the data points represent.
The number of values in each bin is extremely vari-
able, depending on treatment, the ones at the highest
density points represent usually 5 or fewer measure-
ments, while those at low density include 20 or more
examples.
3. Results
3.1. Variability in nuclear topology results in differ-
ent patterns of mRNA expression
We have identified three different arrangements of
nuclei within myotubes: non-contiguous nuclei Fig.
 ..   ..1 A ; contiguous nuclei Fig. 1 B ; and clumped,
  ..highly aggregated nuclei Fig. 1 C . The first two
types are readily identifiable and rather uniform,
while the clumped arrangement displays more vari-
ability. In this case several nuclei often randomly
Fig. 1. Nuclear distribution is variable in cultured myotubes and results in different patterns of mRNA accumulation and expression.
 .Three nuclear topologies have been identified in these studies: A a linear, non-contiguous distribution where nuclei are clearly
 .  .separated; B a linear, contiguous configuration with nuclei touching in a single-filing arrangement; and C and D dense organizations of
nuclei, clumped randomly or in approximately parallel, contiguous rows. Panels A’–C’ present topology specific data from a
representative, non-innervated culture hybridized with a digoxigenin-tagged a-subunit synthetic oligo probe. The horizontal and vertical
lines represent the median values for the entire experiment. Per area mRNA amounts are much higher for the contiguousrclumped
 .arrangements due to the larger number of nuclei, but the per nucleus expression is lower Panel E . All units are relative. Panels A and D
are phase contrast images; panels B and C are dark field, fluorescent micrographs. Bar, ;10 mm.
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associate in a large aggregate, but equally common is
a more ordered arrangement of two or three rows of
contiguous nuclei side by side. The categories we
identify are naturally somewhat arbitrary. Clumped
nuclei frequently ‘‘tail off’’ into contiguous rows,
while a row of non-contiguous nuclei may include a
pair or trio that touch. Distinctions are, however,
necessary in order to identify mRNA expression or
accumulation patterns that may be associated with
each grouping. To this end, we have measured both
per nucleus and per unit area myotube surface mRNA
expression. Fig. 1 illustrates both pure and mixed
 .types of nuclear topologies. Fig. 1 A shows non-con-
 .tiguous, isolated nuclei. Fig. 1 B provides examples
of contiguous nuclei indicated by the arrow. Within
the same dark field image, examples of isolated
nuclei can also be seen in the top myotube, as well as
 .  .at the far left. Fig. 1 C and 1 D illustrate clumped
aggregates.
We observed that both per area and per nucleus
mRNA expression patterns are related to nuclear
arrangements. Non-contiguous nuclei deliver rela-
tively less mRNA per unit surface area of myotube
than the contiguous or clumped nuclei. A subset of
myotube segments containing a total of 495 nuclei
from a representative experiment was selected and
grouped by type. Pure examples were chosen for
non-contiguous and contiguous nuclei, while the
highly aggregated nuclei represent a mixture of pure
clumps and clumped nuclei with contiguous nuclei at
their edges. The median value of mRNA expression
per 1000 mm2 myotube surface area for all myotube
segments was 400 relative units, while the median
number of nuclei per 1000 mm2 was five. We found
that myotube segments with sparse, non-contiguous
nuclei, corresponding to lower nuclear densities, ex-
hibited the smallest amount of mRNA per unit sur-
face area; all but one of the myotube segments with
nuclei in this distribution contained amounts of
mRNA below the median value for the experiment
  ..Fig. 1 A . For the contiguous nuclear arrangement,
approximately 50% of the segments expressed an
amount of mRNA above the median value Fig.
 ..1 B , while the myotubes with aggregated nuclei
displayed per unit area message levels greater than
  ..the median in about 70% of cases Fig. 1 C . Mes-
sage availability, not surprisingly, was closely linked
to the density of nuclei within a given area.
Per nucleus mRNA expression was also related to
  ..nuclear arrangement Fig. 1 E . Nuclei from clumped
  ..arrangements Fig. 1 C expressed on average only
64% as much per nucleus mRNA as examples in a
  ..non-contiguous topology Fig. 1 A . Linear, contigu-
ous nuclear arrangements yielded 80% as much per
nucleus mRNA as sparse nuclei.
The data in Fig. 1 represent all the pure topologi-
cal examples found in the experiment. Most my-
otubes, however, present hybrid arrangements of nu-
clei. We use nuclear density as a semi-quantitative
reflection of nuclear aggregation state. Fig. 2 shows
the average percent of nuclei within myotube seg-
ments which are contiguous as a function of nuclear
density. Contiguity is defined simply as contact with
at least one other nucleus. At densities below approx-
imately 4 nuclei per 1000 mm2, most nuclei are non-
contiguous, although there may be pairs or trios in
contact. The range between approximately 4 and 7–8
nuclei per 1000 mm2 represents largely linear, con-
tiguous nuclei and above 7 to 8 nuclei per 1000 mm2,
most nuclei are clumped aggregates, with or without
tailing contiguous nuclei.
Fig. 2. Nuclear density is an indicator of nuclear configuration
shown in Fig. 1. Semi-quantitative analysis showed that nuclear
density reflects nuclear topology within the myotube. The y axis
represents the average percentage of contiguous nuclei within
segments for a representative experiment. The zero value for
nuclear density represents fields where no nuclei were found and
the )14 value is the sum of several very high density measure-
ments ranging from 14.4 to more than 20 nucleir1000 mm2.
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3.2. AChR subunit mRNA increases resulting from
inner˝ation or treatment with neuromuscular block-
ing agents are associated with enhanced nuclear
aggregation
Muscle cells were co-cultured with ciliary neurons
for 7 days and hybridized on day 9 of culture to 35S
labeled cDNA probes for AChR a-, g-, and d-sub-
units. Co-cultures were immunostained with a neuro-
filament antibody to visualize neurons. Consistent
with a previous report by this group, all three sub-
units showed significantly higher per myotube mRNA
w xlevels in the presence of the ciliary neurons 44 .
Expression of a-subunit mRNA increased by approx-
imately 75% over control, g-subunit by 135%, and
  ..d-subunit by nearly 145% Fig. 3 A .
These higher AChR subunit message levels corre-
lated with increasing nuclear density within myotube
Fig. 3. Increases in AChR subunit mRNAs are associated with enhanced nuclear clustering in innervated and neuromuscular blocker
 .treated myotubes. Average increase in mRNA expression over control A in innervated chick muscle cells correlates with nuclear
 .aggregation as reflected by nuclear density profiles B . We employed 9 day old chick muscle cell cultures that had been co-cultured for 7
days with ciliary neurons. The peak in the nuclear density distribution for control nuclei is about two nucleir1000 mm2. Neuronal
innervation results in more than a two-fold increase in subunit transcript for g- and d-subunits, with a augmented about 75% over
non-innervated values. Each curve in panel B represents a minimum of 900 nuclei counted. The same effect was observed in
activity-blocked 7-day old chick muscle cells. DCM produced a 50% increase in mRNA with respective to control for the g- and
 .  .  .d-subunits and a 110% increase for a . TBC raised message levels by 65% g , 75% a , and 85% d , respectively. mRNA increase is
 .accompanied by a corresponding increase in the degree of nuclear clustering C and D . Muscle cells were incubated with decamethonium
 .  .DCM and d-tubocurare TBC , which in embryonic chick cells both function as depolarizing neuromuscular blocking agents. The peak
in the nuclear density profile for control nuclei is about one nucleusr1000 mm2; both DCM and TBC show a much higher percentage of
aggregated nuclei. Each curve in panel D represents a minimum of 650 nuclei counted.
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segments and the appearance of large nuclear aggre-
  ..gates Fig. 3 B . The nuclear density profile, repre-
senting a pool of nearly 900 control nuclei and 1200
innervated nuclei, was markedly shifted to higher
densities for the innervated cells relative to control.
Moreover, extrajunctional nuclei tended on average
to be isolated and sparse.
We employed several different agents, whose
physiological effects on muscle cells are well known,
to manipulate the AChR subunit mRNA expression
of individual myotube nuclei at the level of transcrip-
tion. Primary chick muscle cell cultures treated for 2
days beginning on day 5 with the neuromuscular
 .blocking agents decamethonium DCM and d-
 .tubocurare TBC and corresponding controls were
hybridized at day 7 and analyzed for mRNA expres-
sion. Although these cultures were not innervated,
there was a fair degree of spontaneous AChR activity
leading to myotube contraction, which was blocked
by these agents as described in Section 1. Consistent
w xwith results obtained by other groups 48,49 , both
treatments resulted in increased a-, g-, and d-subunit
  ..mRNA expression Fig. 3 C . For the a-subunit,
TBC treatment gave rise to a 75% rise over control,
Fig. 4. TBC treated and control myotubes hybridized with an 35S-dATP labeled AChR a-subunit cDNA probe. Panels A and B depict the
characteristic nuclear aggregation patterns in TBC treated and control cultures. Note the increase in aggregated nuclei with TBC
incubation. Panels C and D show the corresponding a-subunit mRNA grain distributions. The higher message levels with TBC treatment
 .  .C contrast with the lower levels of the control group D . In Panel D the isolated myotube nuclei exhibit a more heterogeneous mRNA
 .grain expression than the aggregated nuclei of the treated myotubes C . The inset shows the grain distribution of the branched myotube
 .unobscured by the strongly fluorescent nuclei. Message levels are highest over the largest nuclear aggregates solid arrows . There are a
fair number of partially fused myotubes and unfused myoblasts outside the fully fused myotubes which also express mRNA and show
 .label broken arrows . Images are dark field photomicrographs stained with bis-benzimide. Bar, ;12 mm.
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while DCM treatment produced an increase of 110%
above control. The g-subunit message was approxi-
mately 65% greater in the TBC treated cells than in
the non-treated cells, and 50% more abundant in the
DCM treated group. The pattern for the d-subunit
resembled the g-subunit; TBC resulted in an 85%
increase in message appearance over control, while
DCM produced a more modest 50% augmentation.
Identical to the innervated cultures, increased mes-
sage correlated with increasing nuclear density and
augmented nuclear aggregation in cultures treated
 .with DCM or TBC. Fig. 3 D presents a nuclear
density profile comprising 650 control nuclei, 1000
DCM treated nuclei, and 725 TBC treated nuclei. The
maximum in the profile for untreated muscle cells
was sharply peaked and located at approximately one
nucleusr1000 mm2. The corresponding distributions
for the blocker treated cultures were broader and
shifted to higher densities. While nuclear clusters of
all sizes were observed under all culture conditions,
as noted above for innervated cultures, their relative
representation changed with treatment. Clusters were
Fig. 5. Comparative analysis of AChR subunit mRNA expression in innervated and non-innervated myotubes as a function of nuclear
density. In 9-day old myotubes, mRNA expression is increased in innervated cultures with respect to untreated controls upward shift of
.  .curves . The per nucleus expression of a-, g-, and d-subunit mRNA dashed lines decreases as the size of nuclear aggregates increases,
 .while the total message level per unit area rises solid lines . The effect is observed for both innervated and non-innervated myotubes, but
is more dramatic in the innervated cultures; per nucleus mRNA expression drops by no less than a factor of 2 across the observed range
of nuclear densities for non-innervated cells, but by a factor of 3–4 for innervated cultures. The number of large aggregates is also
increased in innervated cultures.
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generally slightly larger and much more prevalent in
treated samples. In untreated cultures the percentage
of contiguous nuclei counted ranged from 24%–47%,
in treated cultures this range was 65%–91%. TBC,
which induced more nuclear aggregation than DCM,
was also relatively more effective in increasing g-
and d-subunit message levels. This was not the case
for a-subunit, however, where DCM treated my-
otubes exhibited higher per area message levels than
TBC treated myotubes.
Fig. 4 presents a typical mRNA hybridization in
TBC treated and control cultures. Fully fused my-
otubes are outlined; partially fused myotubes and
 .unfused myoblasts are not. Fig. 4 A shows the in-
crease in aggregated nuclei characteristic of blocker
treated cultures compared to the mostly isolated nu-
  ..  .clei in the control Fig. 4 B . Fig. 4 C and 4D show
the corresponding a-subunit mRNA grain distribu-
tions. The relatively higher message levels in the
TBC treated myotubes contrast with the lower levels
of the control group. The nuclei in the myotube
 .across the diagonal of Fig. 4 D exhibit a range of
mRNA grain expression, contrasted with the more
even distribution in the aggregates of the treated
 .myotubes in Fig. 4 C . The inset on 4D shows the
grain distribution of the branched myotube. The inset
 .to Fig. 4 C shows that message levels are highest
over the nuclear aggregates.
Fig. 6. Comparative analysis of AChR subunit mRNA expression in activity blocked myotubes as a function of nuclear density. In 7 day
old myotubes treated with TBC or DCM, mRNA expression was higher than that in matched controls, but by less than that observed for
 .  .innervated cultures upward shift of curves . Again, the per nucleus expression of a-, g-, and d-subunit mRNA dashed lines decreases
 .as the size of nuclear aggregates increases, while the total message delivery to the local area increases solid lines . Per nucleus mRNA
expression drops by a factor of 2 across the observed range of nuclear densities for untreated cells, but by a factor of about 2.8–3.8 for
treated cultures. The number of large aggregates is slightly increased in treated cultures with respect to controls, but is still lower than that
seen in innervated cultures.
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The increased local message expression noted in
the innervated and chemically treated muscle cells is
 .a result of two influences: 1 direct per nucleus
transcriptional upregulation, which will be examined
 .in more detail in the next section and 2 higher
average nuclear densities leading to per area mRNA
increases. The per area availability has important
consequences for message compartmentalization, pro-
w xtein translation, and local specialization 1 . From
these static experiments we are unable to determine
the chronology of the nuclear clustering process rela-
tive to message production.
3.3. In nuclear aggregates the per nucleus mRNA
expression is reduced relati˝e to isolated nuclei, but
the per area mRNA accumulation increases indepen-
dent of treatment
The average mRNA levels over all nuclear topolo-
gies reported in the previous section mask the fact
that per nucleus mRNA expression changes as a
function of nuclear density. Because not all topolo-
gies are equally represented in control and stimulated
  .  ..cultures Fig. 3 B and 3 D , by counting more
isolated nuclei in control cultures and more aggre-
gated nuclei in stimulated cultures, an incorrect value
for the intrinsic per nucleus upregulation could be
obtained. By making density specific comparisons,
this problem is eliminated.
As nuclear density increases, the average per nu-
cleus message expression decreases. This pattern is
followed by cells in culture which have been inner-
 .vated by neurons Fig. 5 , muscle cells inactivated by
the neuromuscular blocking agents DCM and TBC
 .Fig. 6 , cells inactivated by treatment with the sodium
  ..channel blocker, TTX Fig. 7 A , and completely
 .untreated control cells Figs. 5 and 6 .
Fig. 5 presents density-matched upregulation data
for each of the three subunits when co-cultured with
cholinergic neurons. The dashed lines indicate the per
nucleus mRNA expression, while the solid lines rep-
resent the per unit area message accumulation. For
any given nuclear density, the per nucleus output is
higher under conditions of innervation. However,
superimposed on this effect is an intrinsic tendency
for aggregated nuclei to express less mRNA per
nucleus. When nuclei are sparse, i.e. at a density
lower than 4 nucleir1000 mm2 the per nucleus
Fig. 7. Density specific a-subunit mRNA expression in TTX
treated myotubes. Surface receptor appearance tracked message
expression for all nuclear arrangements. Seven day-old, non-in-
nervated myotubes were treated for two days with TTX a
.sodium channel blocker and double labeled for a-subunit
 .mRNArprotein colocalization Panel A . Synthetic oligo probes
tagged with digoxigenin were employed to detect mRNA. Over
the range of nuclear densities observed in this culture, per
nucleus mRNA expression drops by nearly a factor of four, while
local levels of both mRNA and a-subunit protein approximately
triple. Panel B illustrates that expression of receptor protein, as
measured by 125I-a-BTX ligand binding, correlated with a-sub-
unit mRNA expression, independent of myotube segment surface
area. A scatter plot of protein vs. mRNA demonstrates that the
relationship between protein and mRNA is approximately linear,
with Rs0.84 at greater than 95% confidence. Surface receptor
appearance tracked message expression for all nuclear arrange-
ments, the largest amounts of receptor protein being absent from
areas exhibiting low mRNA levels. Also, the highest amounts of
protein were associated with areas of contiguous nuclei; sectors
IV–VI contain only segments with contiguous nuclei, whereas
95% of segments with no contiguous nuclei fall in sector I.
mRNA production is at its highest, yet per area
message found within the myotube segment is at its
lowest value. As the nuclei begin to aggregate at
intermediate and high densities, the amount of mes-
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sage that each generates individually is reduced, but
the larger number of nuclei permit local mRNA
amounts to rise nonetheless. Despite large variation
in individual data points, the overall trends are highly
reproducible and observed for each subunit. It is also
noted that the number of sparse nuclei is dramatically
reduced in the case of innervation.
Fig. 6 illustrates a similar pattern of upregulation
for cultures treated with muscle activity blocking
agents. Per nucleus message level, while upregulated
relative to control for all nuclear densities, declines as
the degree of nuclear aggregation increases dashed
.lines , while the total amount of available mRNA
 .increases solid lines . The top three panels represent
the a-subunit, the middle three, the g-subunit, and
the bottom three, the d-subunit. The far left panels
are the controls, the middle are TBC treated cells,
and the far right are DCM treated cells. While the
trends are identical to those of innervated cells, there
are two major differences. The first is that there are
still a large number of sparse nuclei in the blocker
treated cells. The relative degree of message upregu-
lation over control with treatment is also smaller in
the blocker treated case than in the innervated with a
correspondingly lower degree of overall nuclear ag-
gregation.
 .  .Fig. 7 A shows results for tetrodotoxin TTX
treated myotubes. TTX is a sodium channel blocker
which inhibits the activity of PKC by preventing the
w xinflux of external calcium 20,21,25 . It is known to
w xincrease the production of AChRs 20,21 . This graph
presents results of a double labeling experiment of
a-subunit message and surface AChRs. It should be
noted that the mRNA levels are assessed by
densitometry of digoxigenin color label here, not
grain counting as in the preceding examples. Consis-
tent with previous observations, the per nucleus
mRNA output drops steadily as the nuclei become
 .more aggregated dashed line , while message deliv-
 .ery to the local area rises solid line . The question
remains as to whether local message levels map to
equivalent AChR protein production in the paradigm
employed here. The per area labeling of surface
AChRs is included here for comparison.
3.4. Surface AChR appearance correlates with the
expression of a-subunit mRNA in TTX treated my-
otubes
We have previously demonstrated that AChR a-
subunit protein and mRNA expression are correlated
w xin myoblasts 47 . In this study we extend these
 .findings to developing myotubes. Fig. 7 B illustrates
the relationship between a-subunit protein and mRNA
production. There is an approximately linear relation-
ship between the amount of protein label observed on
the surface of the cell and the amount of mRNA
detected in myotubes which have been stimulated
with TTX. As we labeled AChR a-subunit protein
while the cells were still living, we only detected
assembled receptors on the surface of the plasma
membrane, not in delivery compartments or endo-
cytic vesicles. Regions with no nuclei are also in-
cluded here to assess whether message no longer
associated with its nucleus of origin is translated to
protein. In these cases mRNA correlated with protein
expression, although the net amounts of both were
 .quite low. The data points in Fig. 7 B are equally
divided between segments that contain no contiguous
nuclei and those that have at least two nuclei in
 .contact. In the lowest expression range sector I 67%
of the data points represent myotube segments con-
taining no contiguous nuclei. In sector II, only 11%
of the points represent segments with contiguous
nuclei; this value drops to 5% in sector III and 0% in
sectors IV–VI. Moreover, 95% of the myotube seg-
ments with no contiguous nuclei are located in sector
I. Although this picture is complicated by the fact
Fig. 8. Colocalization of AChR a-subunit mRNA and surface AChRs. Seven day-old, non-innervated myotubes treated with the sodium
channel blocker TTX exhibit various degrees of AChR clustering, a-subunit mRNA expression, and nuclear aggregation. 125I-a-BTX
 .  .grains mark the location of AChRs top panel , digoxigenin brown color reaction shows the location of mRNA center panel , and nuclei
 .are stained with the DNA intercalating dye, bis-benzimide bottom panel . Generally, large nuclear aggregates are associated with areas of
 .high message, which in turn are associated with dense surface AChR clustering arrow 3 and little nuclear clustering results in minimal
 .mRNArprotein expression arrow 1 . This pattern has exceptions, however. Arrow 2 points to a region containing striking nuclear
aggregation, but low mRNA expression and few AChRs. Areas of no nuclear clustering, very high mRNA expression, and very large
 .AChR clusters are also found arrow 4 , but this is very rare. All images are phase contrast. Bar, ;27mm.
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 .that 1 the presentation is independent of area and
 .2 presence or absence of contiguity is an imperfect
 .measure of specific topology, Fig. 7 A shows an
identical trend of message mapping to protein as a
function of nuclear density corrected for differences
in myotube segment size.
Fig. 8 shows an illustration of 7 day old myotubes
which were treated at day 5 with TTX, focusing at
the level of protein, message, and nuclei, respec-
tively. In the top panel of Fig. 8 there are several
125 dark clusters of I-a-BTX protein label e.g. arrows
.3 and 4 all of which correspond to high levels of
mRNA seen in the center panel. There is no region of
significant message expression which does not trans-
late to an expected amount of receptor protein
 .myotubes indicated by arrows 3 and 4 . Regions
containing little or no mRNA, such as are indicated
by arrows 1 and 2, exhibit diffuse, low-level protein
expression in the top panel. It is our conclusion,
therefore, that mRNA expression is not transient, but
does indeed culminate in receptor production and that
mRNA amounts are a generally good window into
the degree of expression of surface AChRs in my-
otubes. Taken together, in our model system the
highest numbers of membrane surface AChRs are
produced primarily by large nuclear aggregates that
are generating large local accumulations of mRNA.
There are, however, rare exceptions. Arrow 4 indi-
cates an area of mostly non-contiguous nuclei that are
expressing high levels of AChR. This pattern of high
messagerprotein associated with sparse nuclei was
observed in only 1% of the myotube segments exam-
ined.
4. Discussion
We have co-cultured embryonic chick muscle cells
with cholinergic neurons and incubated them with the
neuromuscular blocking agents, decamethonium
 .  .DCM and d-tubocurare TBC , and the sodium
 .channel blocker, tetrodotoxin TTX . We then hy-
bridized them against AChR a-, g-, and d-subunit
probes. As expected, innervation and neuromuscular
blockade resulted in an upregulation of mRNA ex-
pression for all three probes as measured by Northern
 .analysis data not shown and in situ hybridization,
but more remarkably, the observed mRNA upregula-
tion was correlated with an overall increase in the
degree of nuclear aggregation. Moreover, in actively
expressing nuclei the pattern of aggregation generally
correlated with the degree of mRNA delivery to the
local area, which in turn reflected the local delivery
of receptors to the membrane surface. Contiguous,
highly aggregated nuclei generally expressed high
local concentrations of message that mapped to high
surface concentrations of receptor protein. Sparse
nuclei produced much more mRNA on a per nucleus
basis than their more highly aggregated counterparts
under all conditions studied, but delivered relatively
less message on a per area basis. We hypothesize,
therefore, that nuclear aggregation contributes to a
mechanism whereby the myotube concentrates criti-
cal NMJ proteins at the exact location where they are
required. A contiguous, proximal arrangement among
nuclei would allow for more rapid exchange of nu-
cleus targeted enhancerrsilencer factors, which in
turn would permit efficient adjustment in gene tran-
scription. We further hypothesize that aggregated nu-
clei are less mobile than single nuclei and that this
feature also contributes to the concentration of mRNA
in a localized space and a more stable machinery for
delivery of receptors to the membrane surface.
In our model primary culture system the tendency
towards formation of nuclear syncytia was an intrin-
sic cellular response, occurring spontaneously under
all culture conditions. We have identified three dis-
 .tinct nuclear arrangements: 1 linear, non-contigu-
 .  .ous; 2 linear, contiguous; and 3 highly clumped.
The latter two arrangements were rather similar in
their degree of message expression, generating over-
all less per nucleus message than isolated nuclei, but
yielding higher local accumulations. These topologies
may be considered as two time points along an
‘‘aggregation continuum’’, such that the more highly
aggregated nuclei represent an advanced stage of the
clustering process, while the linear, contiguous arrays
have not yet attained that high degree of contiguity.
When nuclei were in either of these two arrange-
ments, it also became much more likely that each
nucleus was either active or inactive; the rather broad
distributions of message levels observed in myoblasts
or isolated nuclei in myotubes tended to narrow
w xwithin clusters 43,46,47 . While there was variation
in the exact amount of message associated with any
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given nucleus in aggregated arrangements, it was
usually not the case that highly active nuclei were in
direct contact with those expressing undetectable
 .mRNA levels Fig. 3 . This effect cannot be ex-
plained by diffusion of the radiolabeled probe; it was
also noted in aggregated nuclei when cells were
hybridized with digoxigenin labeled probes.
A possible explanation for this behavior relates to
the diffusion of transactivating and silencing factors
 .through the nuclear pore complex NPC of contigu-
ous nuclei. Using hybrid transfected myotubes, Ral-
w xston and Hall 50 demonstrated that a fusion protein
 .exhibiting a nuclear localization sequence NLS pro-
duced by a single nucleus passed between a cluster of
no less than ten nuclei in the immediate vicinity of
the nucleus of origin. Cytoplasmic diffusion to more
distant nuclei was not noted for this particular protein
although it did occur for a protein targeted to the
. w xcytosol . This same group 51 has also demonstrated
that vicinal hybrid nuclei are capable of producing
separate factors that when shared, result in clustering
of AChRs on the surface of myotubes, when neither
of the pure types which lacked either the AChR or
.the ability to cluster AChRs was capable of AChR
cluster expression. There is indeed ample precedent
for nuclear cooperativity within myotubes. We thus
suggest that neuronal and muscular factors responsi-
ble for gene activation andror repression e.g. the
helix-loop-helix myogenic family members or the N
w x.element binding protein 27 which are clearly tar-
geted to the nucleus, are facilely moving via both
active and passive transport processes between con-
tiguous nuclei. This feature may explain our observa-
tion of an association between greater nuclear cluster-
ing and mRNA upregulation, because under this hy-
pothesis the enhancers and silencers which are avail-
able to one nucleus within the cluster effectively
become available to all. If no upregulatory factors are
present in any individual cluster or if only repressors
.are available , the entire cluster would remain silent,
which we did observe in non-innervated cultures.
Effectively, in the presence of an activating factor,
the nuclei in aggregates co-operate to express uni-
form message levels, which result in high local accu-
mulations. Also, if diffusible activators spend less
time within any given nucleus, the time during which
genes are actively transcribed could be shortened,
resulting in lower per nucleus expression.
We found that innervation with cholinergic neu-
rons gave rise to the formation of large nuclear
aggregates at the point of contact between the neuron
and myotube. AChR a-, g-, and d-subunit mRNAs
were upregulated relative to control in areas adjacent
to the neuronal contact point, and at or slightly below
control, where no contact occurred. The a-subunit
mRNA showed the largest decrease in mRNA ex-
pression in this extrajunctional region relative to con-
trol values in cultures without neurons. A positive
correlation between upregulation and nuclear aggre-
gation was noted, and in this case, a fairly high
percentage of the nuclei were involved in aggregates
  ..Fig. 3 B . The number of isolated nuclei was quite
dramatically reduced with respect to control values,
as nuclei tended to accumulate in regions where
neurons were touching the myotube. Neuronal factors
w xsuch as agrin 17 or ARIA, which has been detected
w xat high concentration in the basal lamina 52 , per-
haps contribute to the nuclear aggregation process,
although the precise mechanism by which this occurs
has not yet been elucidated.
Both DCM and TBC display a similar mode of
action in fetal tissue. They are membrane depolariz-
w x  .ing AChR channel blockers 39 that 1 block both
induced and spontaneous muscle cell contraction and
 .2 enhance transcription of AChR subunit genes via
w xinhibition of the PKC cascade 53,54,21,23 . It is,
therefore, not surprising that they have quite similar
effects in our model system. In cultures treated with
these agents nuclei were still seen to be aggregated,
despite paralysis of the muscle cell, indicating that
muscle activity is not required for nuclear clustering.
The same overall trend was observed as with inner-
vated myotubes, namely a drop in per nucleus mes-
sage with local mRNA augmentation as nuclear den-
sity within the myotube increased. There were fewer
very large aggregates in these samples and many
more single nuclei than in the innervated cultures.
At the present time there is little understanding of
the process which initiates the nuclear aggregation.
w xEnglander and Rubin 19 proposed, based on video
microscopic observations, that microclusters of AChR
appear first on the surface of the myotube and subse-
quently manage to trap one or two migrating nuclei
which then provide new protein for the enlargement
and re-supply of the receptor microcluster. It is
thought that once the cluster begins to dissociate, the
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nuclei are liberated and resume their migration along
the myotube. In some instances a few nuclei aggre-
gated prior to the appearance of surface AChRs. The
model of Englander and Rubin, however, involved
the use of Torpedo extracts to stimulate receptor
cluster formation. A uniform presentation of neuronal
factors along the entire myotube surface is not a very
accurate representation of motoneuron input to mus-
cle fibers. An alternative hypothesis suggests that the
large number of cytoskeletal and structural proteins
associated with AChRs or in the basal lamina, e.g. a-
and b-dsytroglycans, 25 K, 35 K, adhalin, rapsyn,
b-laminin, etc. capture a transiting nucleus which
then impedes the progress of other nuclei attempting
to circumnavigate the immobilized one. As more
 .nuclei become caught, microfilaments f-actin , inter-
 .mediate filaments desmin, vimentin, etc. , and
microtubules form a network surrounding the nuclear
cluster, thereby creating a stable aggregate of nuclei
and structural proteins which perform multiple func-
 .tions, possibly including 1 localization of a redun-
dant system of nuclei for capture and sharing of
neuronal factors leading to further regional special-
 .ization; 2 concentrationrstabilization of expressed
 .mRNA within a local area; 3 provision of a fila-
mentous network for delivery of AChR transport
 .vesicles to the apical plasma membrane; and 4
stabilization of the NMJ under conditions of mechan-
ical stress. Our data present a static picture and do
not permit us to definitively distinguish between these
 .two or other scenarios, although we did observe
some nuclear aggregation in the absence of signifi-
cant surface AChR clustering. In either case, nuclear
aggregation would be predicted to facilitate exchange
of factors targeted to the nuclei and provide a back-up
mechanism in the event of failure of any given
nucleus to express needed proteins. It is unclear,
however, whether in vivo the same very high degree
of nuclear aggregation observed with our in vitro
system is the rule.
There persist some unanswered questions regard-
ing why certain nuclear clusters remain relatively
‘‘silent’’ with respect to mRNA expression, while at
the same time certain isolated nuclei in close proxim-
ity to silent neighbors are capable of quite high
output. It has been suggested that subsets of heteroge-
neous nuclei, some of which may be unresponsive to
certain transcription enhancing factors, are repre-
w xsented within the myotube 28,55 . Additionally, a
non-innervated, unstimulated system lacks important
factors which control gene expression. In the co-cul-
ture experiments, completely quiet, isolated nuclei
were not generally observed adjacent to a neuronal
contact point, while extrajunctional nuclei were al-
most always sparse, non-aggregated, and silent. This
last observation led us to consider the possibility that
the neuron may, in fact, possess some means for
either initiating or fostering the nuclear aggregation
process; very large, exceptionally active aggregates
were found primarily under conditions of innervation
in our model system. If there exists some neuronal
factor which encourages aggregation, there could be
nuclei which are insensitive to it as well. Whether
such nuclei would not be recruited into clusters re-
mains an open question for further investigation.
The final point to consider based on the results of
this study was the striking drop in per nucleus mRNA
production as the nuclei began to aggregate. It is
known that junctional nuclei in vivo are active pro-
w xducers of a variety of messages 2,9 . It is possible
that within large aggregates factors required for tran-
scription and later, for translation, e.g. ATP or Ca2q
may become locally depleted. There is some limited
evidence to suggest that mRNA and protein expres-
sion begin to plateau and even drop after a certain
w x .level is achieved 47 ; Figs. 5–7 , which would tend
to support the limiting reagent scenario. Additional
work is necessary to validate this preliminary obser-
vation. One might speculate that some signaling
mechanism exists whereby subunit gene transcription
is interrupted or decreased when sufficient AChRs
have been delivered to the ER, Golgi, or plasma
membrane surface. No candidates have as yet been
identified which might perform this function. An
alternative scenario to explain our result would be
w xthat single nuclei, which are more mobile 19 , are
continuously depositing message as they pass through
a given area. At the time of mRNA quantification,
message produced by nuclei no longer within a re-
gion might be mistakenly counted as having been
produced by the nuclei contemporaneously resident
in the area of interest. We discount this possibility, as
regions containing no nuclei, but which were contigu-
ous to areas with nuclei, that could have recently
migrated through these regions, exhibited message
levels at or near background. This is not surprising,
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as mRNA tends to remain within approximately
w x200 mm of the producing nucleus 56 . To eliminate
this source of error, strictly intronic probes could be
utilized, which are more closely associated with their
nucleus of origin than our mixed exon–intron probes.
It is also possible that nuclear aggregates provide a
means of stabilizing mRNA and any feedback mech-
anism responsible for upregulating transcription when
levels are low would be turned off.
In summary, we suggest that nuclear clustering is
an intrinsic mechanism, independent of muscle activ-
ity, that the myotube employs in order to raise local
concentrations of AChR mRNAs. Nucleus targeted
factors of both neuronal and myotube origin intended
to enhance or suppress AChR gene transcription may
be exchanged most easily through the nuclear pore
complex of contiguous nuclei. Direct transcriptional
regulation is thus assisted by the aggregation process.
The upregulation of AChR subunit mRNAs is associ-
ated with enhanced nuclear aggregation under condi-
tions of innervation and treatment with neuromuscu-
lar blocking agents. Superimposed on direct transcrip-
tional upregulation, however, is another countervail-
ing effect. As the size of nuclear aggregates in-
creases, the per nucleus mRNA output decreases,
while locally available amounts of mRNA continue
to rise due to the larger number of expressing nuclei.
Innervation induces the largest nuclear clustering and
the greatest overall mRNA upregulation of the treat-
ments we employed. Double label experiments per-
formed on TTX treated myotubes revealed colocal-
ization of surface AChRs and AChR a-subunit
mRNA, indicating that mRNA expression is not tran-
sient and provides a good window into the degree of
expression of plasma membrane receptors.
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